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(Received 23 June 2005; published 24 January 2006)0031-9007=We present an analysis of the classical contact process on scale-free networks. A mean-field study, both
for finite and infinite network sizes, yields an absorbing-state phase transition at a finite critical value of
the control parameter, characterized by a set of exponents depending on the network structure. Since finite
size effects are large and the infinite network limit cannot be reached in practice, a numerical study of the
transition requires the application of finite size scaling theory. Contrary to other critical phenomena
studied previously, the contact process in scale-free networks exhibits a nontrivial critical behavior that
cannot be quantitatively accounted for by mean-field theory.
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the structure and function of complex networks [1]. The
interest in these systems has been driven by two motiva-
tions. First, a large amount of work has been devoted to the
structural characterization of real networks, the main con-
tribution being the discovery of their seemingly ubiquitous
scale-free (SF) nature [2], characterized by a probability
Pk that an element in the network (a vertex) is connected
to other k elements (has degree k), scaling as a power-law,
Pk  k, with a certain degree exponent  usually in
the range 2<< 3 [2]. On the other hand, a great deal of
attention has been drawn by the profound effects that a
heterogeneous SF connectivity pattern can have on dy-
namical processes on complex networks. In particular,
models exhibiting critical phase transitions such as ferro-
magnets [3], percolation [4], or epidemic models [5] have
been studied on this class of networks. Present understand-
ing of critical behavior in complex networks is essentially
based on the application of mean-field (MF) techniques
[6]. In the study of critical phenomena on regular substrates
(lattices), MF theory plays a prominent role. Despite its
simplicity, it describes qualitatively most phase transitions.
Moreover, while in low spatial dimensions fluctuations
cannot be neglected, above the upper critical dimension
MF is even quantitatively correct, providing exact expres-
sions for critical exponents. In the case of complex net-
works, since they usually fulfill the so-called small-world
property [7], such systems can be viewed as infinite di-
mensional, and therefore one can expect MF to provide an
exact description of dynamical processes taking place on
networks, once degree heterogeneity has been taken into
account. Results obtained so far seem to validate this idea,
particularly for SF networks [8].
In this Letter we show the inadequacy of MF theory to
describe some dynamical processes on SF networks, by
considering the absorbing-state phase transition of the
contact process (CP) [9]. We develop a MF theory for the
CP on generic networks, and solve it for SF networks,
obtaining expressions for both infinite and finite networks.06=96(3)=038701(4)$23.00 03870These expressions are compared with numerical simula-
tions of the CP on SF networks, which are analyzed
applying a finite size scaling (FSS) theory [10]. Our results
show that the critical exponents of CP on SF networks
cannot be accounted for by MF theory, and signal the
presence of nontrivial fluctuation effects.
We consider the classical CP on generic networks, de-
fined as follows [10]: An initial fraction 0 of vertices is
randomly chosen and occupied by a particle. The time
evolution of the process runs as follows: At each time
step t, a particle in a vertex vi is chosen at random. With
probability p, this particle disappears. With probability
1 p, on the other hand, the particle may generate an
offspring. To do so, a vertex vj, nearest neighbor of the
vertex vi, is randomly chosen. If vertex vj is occupied by a
particle, nothing happens; if it is empty, a new particle is
created on vj. In any case, time is updated as t !
t 1=nt, where nt is the number of particles present
at the beginning of the time step [10]. In Euclidean
d-dimensional lattices, the CP undergoes a continuous
transition at a critical point pc, separating an absorbing
phase from an active one [10]. This phase transition is
characterized in terms of the order parameter , defined
as the average density of particles in the steady state. For
p > pc, an absorbing phase with   0 is observed. For
p < pc the system sets in an active phase with a nonzero
order parameter, obeying   for p ! pc , where  
pc  p. Close to pc, the system is further characterized by
diverging correlation length and time scales, namely 
jj? and  jjk . The critical exponents , ?, and
k provide a full characterization of the phase transition of
CP in Euclidean lattices. Below the critical dimension
dc  4, the exponents are nontrivial, and depend explicitly
on d. For d > dc, the exponents take the classical MF
values   k  1, ?  1=2.
In order to gain analytical insight into the behavior of the
CP on complex networks, we consider as usual a MF rate
equation for the partial densities kt of occupied vertices1-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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of degree k [5], from which the total density is obtained as
t  PkktPk. The rate equation for the partial den-
sities in a network characterized by a degree distribution
Pk and degree correlations given by the conditional
probability Pk0jk that a vertex of degree k is connected
to a vertex of degree k0 [11] can be thus written as [12]
@tkt  kt  k1 kt
X
k0
Pk0jkk0 t
k0
: (1)
The destruction term, due to the vanishing of particles—
with probability p—at vertices of degree k, is proportional
to the density of occupied vertices of degree k, kt. The
creation term, on the other hand, is due to the generation of
offspring from particles located at nearest neighbor verti-
ces of empty vertices of degree k. Thus, it is proportional to
the probability 1 kt that a vertex of degree k is
empty, that it is connected to a vertex of degree k0,
Pk0jk, that this one is occupied, k0 t, that it generates
an offspring, 1 p, and that this neighbor chooses to
create the offspring on the vertex of degree k under con-
sideration, 1=k0. In Eq. (1) we have performed a rescaling
of time, introducing the new parameter   1 p=p.
For uncorrelated networks, where Pk0jk  k0Pk0=hki
[11], the rate equations take the form
@tkt  kt   khki 1 ktt: (2)
The solution of Eq. (2) depends on the nature of the
degree distribution. For homogeneous networks, in which
Pk decays exponentially for large degrees, all vertices
are approximately equivalent. Therefore, we have k ’ hki
and kt ’ t, so that the rate equation reads @tt 
2t  ~t, where ~   1. This equation de-
scribes the behavior of the CP in an infinite dimensional
system; the critical point c  1 (pc  1=2) and the ex-
ponent   1 are thus immediately found [10]. Moreover,
from the solution t  ~= e~t, we can identify the
relevant characteristic time  ~1 and the corresponding
exponent k  1.
For heterogeneous networks, with a degree distribution
exhibiting large fluctuations, the solution of Eq. (2) must
consider explicitly the k dependence of the partial den-
sities. Information on the active phase is obtained by
imposing the steady state condition, @tkt  0, which
yields the nonzero solutions
k  k=hki1 k=hki ; (3)
where k is now independent of time. In order to determine
the critical behavior of the average density  as a function
of the control parameter  we focus on the self-consistent
equation for the order parameter . By combining Eq. (3)
with the expression for , one obtains03870  hki
X
k
kPk
1 k=hki : (4)
This equation depends on the full degree distribution. In
the case of SF networks, for which the degree distribution
in the continuous degree approximation is given by Pk 
 1m1k, with m the minimum degree in the net-
work, the solution will depend on the degree exponent .
Substituting the summation by an integral in Eq. (4), we
obtain in the infinite network size limit (i.e., when the
degree belongs to the range m;1) the expression  
F1;  1; ;m=hki1, where Fa; b; c; z is the
Gauss hyper-geometric function [13]. To evaluate the criti-
cal behavior for small , we invert this expression using the
asymptotic expansion of the hyper-geometric function for
z ! 1, obtaining [14]    11=2 for 2<
< 3 and    1 for  > 3. Hence the MF solution
in infinite networks gives the critical exponent MF 
1= 2 for  < 3, and MF  1 for  > 3, while the
critical threshold is MFc  1 (pMFc  1=2), independent of
the degree exponent.
The previous results, corresponding to networks of infi-
nite size, are, however, strongly affected by finite size
effects. The difference between an infinite SF network
and one of finite size N is that the latter has a cutoff or
maximum degree kc, which is a function of the net-
work size [15], and that, for uncorrelated networks, scales
as kcN  N1=2 [16]. The presence of the cutoff restricts
the possible values of the degree to the range m; kc.
For finite networks, Eq. (4) yields, in the continuous de-
gree approximation,  F1; 1;;m=hki1
kc=m1F1; 1;;kc=hki1. To obtain the
MF critical behavior for a finite network, we evaluate
this expression in the limit  ! 0 for generic kc, obtain-
ing
  hki
kc
f
hki~k2c
m1

; (5)
where fx is the inverse of the function gx 
F1;  1; ;1=x  2 x1=x. For x 	
1, fx diverges as x1=2, in agreement with the infinite
size limit  ~MF . For small arguments, the function
fx vanishes for x ! x0 with x0 > 0. Therefore, for finite
N, if  is made smaller than a value proportional to k2c ,
then   0. This indicates that the effective critical point is
shifted in the active phase in finite networks and that the
convergence to the infinite network limit is slow, since
corrections vanish as N2=2, i.e., with an exponent
smaller than 1.
From Eq. (5) we can ascertain when, in a system of N
vertices, finite size effects start to play a relevant role. It is
clear that for x < 1, i.e., ~< ~
  kc=m2 such effects
start to appear, so that one expects deviations from the
decay  ~MF . In terms of the order parameter this1-2
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FIG. 1. ap;N as a function of the network size N for the CP
on UCM networks with   2:75, for values of p close to pc.
Solid lines are guides to the eye. Inset: ap;N for p  0:36,
showing that the infinite N limit is not reached even far from pc.
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FIG. 2. Scaling of a0; N as a function of the network size
for the CP on UCM networks for three values of . The critical
points and exponents =? obtained are reported in Table I.
Solid lines are least squares fits.
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FIG. 3. Data collapse of N=? a; N as a function of
N1=? for the CP on UCM networks. Data are for system
size ranging from N  103 to N  107. For clarity the data
for   2:25 have been shifted upwards. The values of ? are
those giving the best data collapses. The straight lines are least
squares fits to the behavior fx ! x0 , for large x.
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
  hki=kc. This condition introduces serious con-
straints on the precision of the numerical estimate of the
critical point when performed by measuring the depen-
dence of the  on p in the active phase.
This difficulty can be overcome by using the FSS tech-
nique [10,17]. The FSS technique is based on the observa-
tion that, even below the critical point, the density of active
sites in surviving runs a reaches a quasisteady state whose
average is a decreasing function of the network size N [10].
The FSS ansatz assumes the dependence of a as a func-
tion of   pc  p and N
 a; N  N=?fN1=?; (6)
where the scaling function has the asymptotic behavior
fx ! x for x ! 1, and fx ! const for x ! 0.
Compatibility with the theoretical behavior given in
Eq. (5) for x 	 1 requires that the exponents assume the
MF values   1= 2 and ?  2= 2 in uncor-
related networks with cutoff scaling as N1=2. Thus, at pc
the function a is expected to decay as
 a0; N  N=? : (7)
This fact can be used to estimate the critical point, as the
value of p yielding a power-law behavior for a as a
function of N. MF theory predicts in this case an exponent
=?  1=2.
In order to check these results, we have simulated nu-
merically the CP on the uncorrelated configuration model
(UCM) [18], which generates uncorrelated SF networks
with arbitrary degree exponent and cutoff kcN  N1=2.
We consider the particular cases   2:75, 2.5, and 2.25.
Simulations were performed with at least 100 runs of the
CP for each realization of the network and no less than 100
such realizations for each value of  and N.
We focus first on the determination of the critical point
and of the exponent ratio =? via Eq. (7). In Fig. 1 we
display the density of active sites in surviving runs a as a
function of the network size, for   2:75 and several
values of the control parameter p. The critical point is03870identified as the value of p such that the decay of a vs
N is a pure power law, which for this particular value of 
corresponds to pc  0:4215. In Fig. 2 we show the decay
of a vs N at criticality, for the three values of  consid-
ered. In all cases a very clear power-law behavior is
identified, yielding the exponent ratios =?  0:63 for
  2:75, 0.70 for   2:50, and 0.76 for   2:25.
Notice that these values are in strong disagreement with
the MF prediction =?  1=2.
In principle the exponent  should be determined by the
way the steady state density of particles vanishes as a
function of pc  p in the limit N ! 1. However, it turns
out that, even far from pc, it is numerically impossible to
fulfill the condition  	 
 that guarantees the absence of
finite size effects. This is apparent in the inset of Fig. 1,
where one can see that even for p  0:36 the value of
a slightly depends on N even for large sizes. This very
slow convergence hampers the determination of  in the
usual way.
The numerical value of  and ? can, however, be
determined via the FSS analysis, by noticing that
from Eq. (6) we expect data for the surviving density to
collapse onto a universal function fx when plotting
N=? a; N as a function of N1=? . Using the values1-3
TABLE I. Critical points and critical exponents for the CP on
UCM networks, compared with MF values. Numbers in paren-
theses indicate the uncertainty in the last digit.
pc =?  ?
MF 1=2 1=2 1= 2 2= 2
  2:75 0.4215(5) 0.63(4) 1.52(5) 2.4(2)
  2:50 0.4425(5) 0.70(3) 2.0(1) 2.8(3)
  2:25 0.465(3) 0.76(5) 2.4(1) 3.2(3)
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various values of  (and, as a consequence, of ?). The
best data collapses, shown in Fig. 3, are obtained for the
values of  and ? reported in Table I. The scaling
function fx is expected to diverge as x for asymptoti-
cally large x. We measure how the numerical scaling
functions go for large x in Fig. 2, finding the effective
behavior fx  x0 with 0  1:43, 1.70, and 1.79. The
disagreement with the values of  providing the best data
collapse indicates that the values of x that can be reached
are not large enough to see the truly asymptotic x
behavior.
We summarize the results obtained in Table I. The
conclusion of this analysis is that the CP in SF networks
exhibits an absorbing-state phase transition at a nonzero
critical point, whose exponents are not correctly predicted
by MF theory [19]. This result is surprising: it is generally
believed that dynamical models on SF networks find in this
formalism a correct description, once degree heterogeneity
has been taken into account [5]. The results presented here
open two clear perspectives for future work. The first is the
quest for a theory beyond MF for the CP on heterogeneous
networks. The second is the investigation of the limits of
MF theory for generic dynamical processes on heteroge-
neous topologies. A useful indication along these lines is
provided by Fig. 4, where we plot the ratio of the standard
deviation k over the mean density k restricted to
vertices of degree k, at the critical point. It turns out that
the fluctuations are much larger than the average except for
the smallest k, all the more so for increasing system size.
Hence it is incorrect to assume (as MF theory does) that the100 101 102 103
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FIG. 4. Ratio of the standard deviation k of the distribution
of the density of occupied vertices of degree k over the average
k, versus the degree k, for   2:75, p  pc  0:4215 and two
values of the system size N.
03870mean k provide all information about the distribution of
densities for vertices of a certain degree. The inclusion of
these large fluctuations and the understanding of their role
are thus key points to develop a theory beyond MF, able to
fully capture the physics of collective phenomena on SF
networks.
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